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DROUGHT WATCH on the RIO GRANDE – February 8, 2013 Press Release & Graphs
Rio Grande Reservoirs at 8.5% – Forecast spring inflow just 39% of average
Severe drought conditions throughout the southwest and Rio Grande basin continue to leave the region with very
low reservoir levels and low projected mountain snowpack runoff. Runoff from mountain snowpack in southern
Colorado and Northern New Mexico typically provides 70% of the inflows to this part of Rio Grande basin. The
Natural Resources Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture’s February 1 forecast for this spring’s
inflows to Elephant Butte reservoir is just 39% of the long-run average and is far less than the amount of river water
demanded for use by agriculture and urban users. Over the last 15 years there have only been three years (1997,
2005 and 2008) with above average spring runoff to replenish the reservoirs. The Climate Prediction Center’s
three-month forecast for the entire Upper Rio Grande basin calls for continuing above average temperatures, below
average chances of precipitation, and severe drought conditions to persist or intensify. While these are early season
projections, expectations by water managers and farmers are there will be even less water in the river than last year.
Derrick O’Hara at the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation El Paso Office reports that the water level in Elephant Butte
reservoir is almost 100 feet below the dam spillway. Currently the amount of water stored in both Elephant Butte
and Caballo reservoirs is 189,342 acre-feet or just 8.5% of the 2.23 million acre-foot combined capacity. This is
half of the amount of water that was in the reservoirs one year ago. And, of this amount 106,031 acre-feet is not
available for use in southern New Mexico or Texas because it is “Credit Water” owned by upstream users. This
leaves just 4% of reservoir storage capacity available for downstream use.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s El Paso Office determines the amount of water that can be allocated to water
right holders based on actual supplies available in the Rio Grande Project reservoirs. So far this year there has been
no allocation of water. Because of the small amount of water in storage and very low reservoir inflow projections,
this season’s first releases of the limited supplies from the reservoirs are planned by the Texas, New Mexico and
Mexico’s irrigation districts to start in early June, much later than the usual February to March start of releases.
This is a hardship on farmers who need to make decisions soon about how much acreage to plant based on
knowledge of the water supply allocation available and need to plant early enough in the season for the crops to
fully mature. Last year many farmers only planted half of their acreage. The severe lack of river water and late
season start could have a huge negative impact on agricultural production and income so important to farmers and
the area economy. In 2011 Texas agriculture across the state experienced losses of $7.6 billion according to Texas
A&M University AgriLife economists.
Rio Grande water typically supplies half of the urban water used in El Paso, Texas. Because of the low river supply
projected “El Paso Water Utilities plans to make up the difference by relying more heavily on well water,” said
EPWU President and CEO John E. Balliew, P.E. “We’re preparing by drilling new wells and building new
pipelines to more efficiently move that water around the city.”
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Drought Watch on the Rio Grande
Surface Water Supply Conditions February 8, 2013
Combined Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoir Storage
Water Available for Allocation
Water Not Available for Allocation
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The water level in Elephant Butte is
almost 100 feet below the dam.
Less than half of the water in
storage now is available for use.
Reservoir releases are scheduled
to start in early June.

• 2013 Rio Grande Project average water allocation: to-date no water
has been allocated. The total water allocation for 2012 was 38.7%.
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• Water in Storage is 189,342 acre-feet or 8.5% of the combined
reservoir capacity of 2.23 million acre-feet. Of this 106,031 acre-feet
or 56% of the amount in storage is Rio Grande Compact and San JuanChama credit water which is not available for use.
• Spring snow-pack inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir is forecast to
be only 39% of the 30-year March-July average. In the last 15 years
only three have had above average runoff; 1997, 2005 and 2008. The
Climate Prediction Center three month forecast calls for above normal
temperatures and average chances of precipitation. Severe drought
conditions are projected to persist or intensify across the region.
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Water allocation to agricultural and urban users
as a percent of full supply (amount varies by district)
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